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Albania Workshop – Final Summary Report 
Shkoder, 19-21 June 2006 

 
The workshop was attended by 16 participants from the main plant breeding 
institutions in the country Albania: Maize and Rice Institute (MRI), Shkodra; Crops 
Research Institute, Fushe Kruja; Vegetable and Potatoes Institute, Tirana; 
Arboriculture, Viticulture and Olives Institute, Vlora; Agriculture University, Tirana; 
National Seed Entity, Tirana; Agriculture Service Project – World Bank, Tirana; and 
the Biology Department, University of Shkodra. 
 
To provide background information to the participants there were several 
presentations: 

• Assess and Strengthen National Plant Breeding and Biotechnology Capacity in 
Albania – Elcio P. Guimaraes 

• Genetic resources of maize in Albania, criteria and uses in breeding programmes 
- Kostandin Hajkola (MRI) 

• GMOs in the world pros and cons – Kostandin Hajkola (MRI) 

• Identification of priority crops and ecologies to focus activities to strengthen 
national capacity to use PGR - A. Osja 

• Exploration and definition of medicinal plant genetic resources - M. Hyso 

• Several ecotypes concerning forage crops - A. Celami 

• Definition and use of several authentic vegetable crops - S.Jani 

• Values and possibilities of use several fruit authentic trees - I. Çiçi, R. Nako, F. 
Carka, and Dh. Panajoti 

• Plant breeding and associated biotechnology carried out in Albania - A.Salillari, I. 
Leka  

• National Seed Entity - Gene Bank: How to achieve sustainability on designing 
strategies to strengthen national plant breeding and biotechnology capacity.  
Policies to enhance private sector investments (preservation of the breeders right 
for new varieties) - F. Elezi 

 
The relevant comments to be considered in the design of the strategies to strengthen 
Albania’s plant breeding and related biotechnology capacity are summarized as: 
Local plant genetic diversity – Almost all speakers focused on showing the large 
amount of genetic diversity present in the country for cereals, fruits, vegetables and 
medicinal and aromatic plants.  According to scientific findings the country has more 
than 3200 plant species, which represents one third of all species present in Europe.  
According to the presentations, even though the country is rich in genetic diversity, 
there has been no policy to collect and conserve these plant genetic resources 
(PGR) and genetic erosion is been observed for several species.  Therefore, there is 
urgent need to develop strategies for conservation including expeditions for 
collection, promotion of in situ conservation and strengthening facilities for the ex situ 
conservation. 
 
Capacity building – It is recognized that the country’s capacity to fully utilize its 
PGR needs to be strengthen.  There are plant breeders carrying out breeding 
programmes for the main crops, including maize, fruit trees and vegetables; 
however, the number is limited with some of them having responsibilities for more 
than one crop.  Another aspect highlighted was that the scientists currently doing 
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plant breeders are old and there is no replacement strategy in place risking the 
future of these activities.  In addition, the possibilities of exchange experiences within 
the country and with the international community are extremely limited and plant 
breeders are out of date on the advances of the breeding techniques.  Support staff 
also has not had the opportunity for training and requires that scientists perform 
activities that could be done better by well trained support staff.  Consequently, to 
strengthen Albania’s capacity to use PGR short-, medium- and long-term capacity 
building programmes must be put in place.  Focus of these training programmes 
must be on plant breeding techniques including the application of biotechnologies to 
enhance breeding. 
 
Plant genetic resources – The participants felt that the country does not have 
limitations regarding access to PGR.  The main problem is to have access to 
information on the existing PGR in the world since internet access as well as 
international literature are very limited.  According to the participants of the workshop 
the country still does not have a clear legislation related to exchange of 
autochthonous PGR, what sometimes impose difficulties to interact with the 
international community.  In addition there is an urgent need to evaluate and 
characterize the autochthonous PGR to promote their utilization in the plant breeding 
programmes.  A database system for information storage and sharing is not existent 
and must be part of any strategy to promote use of PGR. 
 
Gene bank – The country has a central gene bank in the capital Tirana but not all 
PGR are storage there.  The breeding lines and some of the local materials are in 
the gene banks of the different Institutes, which in general do not have the necessary 
conditions for long-term conservation.  It was suggested to have scientists trained in 
the Nordic Gene Bank, in Sweden, to learn about their system and to introduce the 
concept in the country to support the local gene banks.  This would facilitate access 
to PGR and would promote use. 
 
Biotechnology – The general feeling was that the country needs more investments 
in this area, including upgrading the laboratories facilities and capacity building on 
the utilization of modern techniques.  There are only three Institutions doing tissue 
culture activities and molecular characterization.  However, with the current 
laboratory facilities there are still opportunities to improve the efficiency of these tools 
but the linkages between biotechnologists and plant breeders seems to be good. 
 
Policy issues – The country is going through a reorganization process.  The 
participants were not fully informed on the changes and expressed their ideas based 
on indirect sources of information.  In general, there was an agreement regarding the 
need and importance of making changes to increase the efficiency of the education, 
research and technology transfer system.  However, they all expressed concerns 
about the need to keep strong research institutions to produce technology to be 
delivered to farmers.  There were also concerns about the future of the PGR storage 
in the current research institutions, which needs to be kept in the gene banks and 
have their current infrastructure upgraded to ensure long-term conservation.  
Awareness risen has to be made to educate policy-makers on the impact of plant 
breeding, the importance of long-term commitment, the need and importance of the 
genetic variability existent in the country, among others. 
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Seed systems – Albania is member of UPOV since 2005.  The plant variety 
protection is a mechanism designed to promote use of PGR and the development of 
new varieties.  Though, the breeding programmes have not benefit from it since the 
breeders do not trust the implementation of the system in the country and did not 
register a single new variety in the system.  Participants agreed that strengthening 
the seed system is required to insure farmers’ access to seeds with quality and 
affordable prices as well as a way to encourage use of PGR. 
 
Designing breeding strategies to strengthen national capacity – The design of 
any strategy to strengthen plant breeding programmes in Albania has to focus on 
capacity building.  First of all the government has to place it among its priority for the 
long-term vision for agriculture improvement.  Since the country relies heavily on 
donors’ support this vision has to be shared by them as well.  The types of capacity 
building required vary from crop to crop but it goes from increasing the number and 
the educational level of the breeders (port-graduate degree training) to short training 
on specific subjects.  Both types of training are also required for the support staff.  
The breeding strategies have to rely heavily on the local genetic diversity, emphasis 
being placed on fruits and vegetables, pastures and aromatic and medicinal plants, 
maize and some of leguminous .Not all crops need to have a full breeding 
programme, for crops falling in the lower priority group the country has to 
concentrate on interaction with others and evaluation of introduced PGR.  In order to 
take full advantage of these PGR a strong programme of collection, evaluation and 
characterization is foreseen, including the creation of a database for PGR 
information storage and exchange.  Biotechnologies have to be brought into the 
breeding programmes ensuring their application as tools to enhance breeding 
activities, including the use of marker assisted selection for crops such as maize.  In 
addition to these technical needs the policy-makers must understand the need for 
the long-term financial support and commit resources, as possible, to highlight the 
importance of agriculture for the country.  A clear political sign of commitment to the 
international community will attract donors and private sector to join these efforts. 


